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1012828-040 - CUBIKO Entryway Organizer, black

from 22,00 EUR
Item no.: 336500

shipping weight: 3.70 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
CUBIKO Entryway Organizer, black
One of the best solutions for living in small spaces is to maximise the potential of ordinary everyday objects by integrating additional storage space. We introduce the Cubiko
Organizer wall mirror with shelf by Umbra.
Cubiko is both a decorative mirror and a practical shelf, and therefore fits anywhere in the home where extra storage space is needed. The concealed shelf behind this modern
mirror offers space and storage for your personal belongings. Cubiko can be used as a key and accessory shelf in the entrance, as a vanity mirror or mirror cabinet in the bathroom
or anywhere else you need a beautiful mirror and extra storage space.
Made of powder-coated metal, Cubiko is guaranteed rust-free and can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth. For this reason, it is particularly suitable for the bathroom or other highly
frequented areas in your house. Cubiko Organizer measures 32 x 10 x 20 cm and also has 5 integrated hooks that provide extra storage space for accessories such as scarves,
bags, jackets and dog leads.
Cubiko Organizer is part of the Cubiko Mirror series consisting of the Cirko round mirror (51 cm diameter) with 2 storage compartments and Cubiko Mirror (30 x 13 x 62 cm) with 3
storage compartments. The storage surface of all mirrors is concealed and accessible from both sides. Make order and bring new life into your interior, order your Cubiko Organizer
from Umbra today!
Umbra is an internationally operating design company known for original, modern, cool, functional and affordable products for home & living.

● Designer: Torsten Neeland
● Material: Mirror
● Weight: 800 g
● Colour: black
● Dimensions: 32 x 10 x 20 cm
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